International Workshop on Human Beings, Respect for Life, and Humanity

Currently, a diverse innovative technology is being used in multimedia and ubiquitous
computing environments. They allow us to create a better world by providing the backbone for
remarkable development in our human society where the fields of industry, business, education,
government functions and healthcare or medicine are becoming more and more complex and
sophisticated faster than ever before.
Thus, in this workshop, the our main object is to open a discussion over a basic convergent
study that would contribute to humanity by respecting human beings and their lives, while aiding
and serving the neglected or isolated people.
For this purpose, we'd like to receive a variety of meaningful and valuable manuscripts
concerning the subjects such as healthcare service respecting human beings and their lives, an
ethical solution to artificial intelligent and Big Data, means of aiding and serving neglected people
like the disabled or elderlies, mathematical theories that deeply affect science and industries, or
the historical contents that would contribute to humanity in cultural aspect. For the last subject,
one could write a manuscript about Guilin as it has been a historic city for many years in Chinese
history, for example.
In other words, what we are seeking in this workshop is the novel and fresh (non-published)
manuscripts in which various ideas are being integrated and fused.
Participants may write about one of the subjects listed below but not limited to them.

- Healthcare service respecting human beings and their lives.
- Ethical solution to artificial intelligent and Big Data.
- Means of aiding and serving neglected people like the disabled or elderlies.
- Mathematical theories that would deeply affect science and industries.
- The historical contents that would contribute to humanity in cultural aspect.
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- Environmental protection.
Contact : Assistant Prof. Jun-Ho Huh (72networks@pukyong.ac.kr)

Important Dates
- Paper Submission Due: March 30, 2017
- Author Notification: April 15, 2017
- Registration Due: April 25, 2017
- Camera Ready Due: April 30, 2017
- Conference Date: May 22-24, 2017
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